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THE COMPLEXITY OF GRAPH PEBBLING
KEVIN MILANS AND BRYAN CLARK
Abstrat. In a graph G whose verties ontain pebbles, a pebbling move uv removes two pebbles from
u and adds one pebble to a neighbor v of u. The optimal pebbling number p̂i(G) is the minimum k suh
that there exists a distribution of k pebbles to G so that for any target vertex r in G, there is a sequene
of pebbling moves whih plaes a pebble on r. The pebbling number pi(G) is the minimum k suh that for
all distributions of k pebbles to G and for any target vertex r, there is a sequene of pebbling moves whih
plaes a pebble on r.
We explore the omputational omplexity of omputing p̂i(G) and pi(G). In partiular, we show that
deiding whether p̂i(G) ≤ k is NP-omplete and deiding whether pi(G) ≤ k is ΠP
2
-omplete. Additionally,
we provide a haraterization of when an unordered set of pebbling moves an be ordered to form a valid
sequene of pebbling moves.
1. Introdution
Let G be a simple, undireted graph and let p : V (G) → N ∪ {0} be a distribution of pebbles to the
verties of G. We refer to the total number of pebbles
∑
v p(v) as the size of p, denoted by |p|. A pebbling
move uv onsists of removing two pebbles from a vertex u with p(u) ≥ 2 and plaing one pebble on a neighbor
v of u. After ompleting a pebbling move uv, we are left with a new distribution of pebbles, whih we denote
by puv. Similarly, if σ = u1v1, . . . , ukvk is a sequene of pebbling moves, denote by pσ the distribution of
pebbles that results from making the pebbling moves speied by σ. Although graph pebbling was originally
developed to simplify a result in number theory (F.R.K. Chung provides the history [C℄), it has sine beome
an objet of study in its own right. G.H. Hurlbert presents a detailed survey of early graph pebbling results
[H99℄.
Notational Conventions: We use G and H to refer to simple, undireted graphs. We use D and E
to refer to direted graphs with multiple edges and loops. If v is a vertex in a direted multigraph,
we denote the indegree (resp. outdegree) of v by d+(v) (resp. d−(v)). We write n(G) (resp. e(G))
for the number of verties (resp. edges) in G. Similarly, we use V (G) (resp. E(G)) to refer to the
vertex set (resp. edge set) of G. We write dG(u, v) (or d(u, v) when G is lear from ontext) for the
length of the shortest uv-path in G.
If p and q are pebble distributions on a graph G, we say that p ≥ q if p(v) ≥ q(v) for eah vertex v
in G.
Given a graph G with a pebble distribution p, we say that a vertex r in G is reahable if there is a sequene
of pebbling moves whih plaes a pebble on r. Note that whenever p(r) > 0, r is trivially reahable. The
notion of reahability is fundamental to graph pebbling; most of our deision problems involve questions of
reahability. We all the problem of deiding (given G, p, and r) whether r is reahable reahable. In
setion 3, we establish that reahable is NP-omplete, a result obtained simultaneously and independently
by N.G. Watson [W℄.
Given a graph G and a target vertex r, the r-pebbling number of G, denoted pi(G, r), is the minimum
k suh that r is reahable under every pebble distribution of size k. Similarly, the pebbling number of G,
denoted pi(G), is the minimum k suh that every vertex in G is reahable under every pebble distribution of
size k. For a onneted graph G, a pigeonhole argument quikly establishes that suh a k exists and so pi(G)
is well dened (see Proposition 5.1). We all the problem of deiding whether pi(G, r) ≤ k (resp. pi(G) ≤ k)
r-pebbling-number (resp. pebbling-number). In setion 5, we establish that both deision problems are
ΠP2 -omplete, meaning that these problems are omplete for the lass of problems omputable in polynomial
time by a oNP mahine equipped with an orale for an NP-omplete language. Consequently, these deision
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Short Name Full Name Desription Complexity
pn pebbling-number Given G,k: is pi(G) ≤ k? ΠP2 -omplete
rpn r-pebbling-number Given G, k, r: is pi(G, r) ≤ k? ΠP2 -omplete
opn optimal-pebbling-number Given G, k: is pi(G) ≤ k? NP-omplete
pr reahable Given G, p, r: is r reahable? NP-omplete
p overable Given G, p: does p over the unit distribution? NP-omplete
Figure 1.1. A summary of the deision problems onsidered in this paper
problems are both NP-hard and oNP-hard. It follows that r-pebbling-number and pebbling-number are
neither in NP nor in oNP unless NP = oNP. N.G. Watson simultaneously and independently established
that r-pebbling-number is oNP-hard [W℄.
Observe that if we x some r in G and put one pebble on every other vertex, r is not reahable. It follows
that pi(G) ≥ n(G). It is natural to wonder whih graphs ahieve equality in pi(G) = n(G). Although no
haraterization of suh graphs is known, a growing body of results provide onditions that are neessary
or suient to imply pi(G) = n(G). Reall that G is k-onneted if n(G) ≥ k + 1 and for every set S of at
most k − 1 verties, G− S is onneted. In [CHH℄, it is shown that if G is 3-onneted and has diameter 2,
then pi(G) = n(G). Consequently, the probability that a random graph on n verties satises pi(G) = n(G)
approahes 1 as n grows. Furthermore, in [CHKT℄ it is shown that if G has diameter d and is (22d+3)-
onneted, then pi(G) = n(G). On the other hand, if G ontains a ut vertex, then pi(G) > n(G). Indeed,
suppose v is a ut vertex in G and let u and w be verties in separate omponents of G− v. If we put three
pebbles on u, zero pebbles on v and w, and one pebble on every other vertex, then it is not possible to plae
a pebble on w.
The optimal pebbling number of G, denoted pi(G), is the minimum k suh that eah vertex is reahable un-
der some distribution of size k. We all the problem of deiding whether pi(G) ≤ k optimal-pebbling-number.
In setion 4, we establish that optimal-pebbling-number is NP-omplete.
It is immediate that pi(G) ≤ n(G). However, this bound is not tight for onneted graphs. As shown in
[BCCMW℄, if G is onneted, then pi(G) ≤ ⌈2n(G)/3⌉. Equality is ahieved by the path [BCCMW, PSV℄
and the yle [BCCMW℄. It is an open problem to haraterize whih graphs ahieve equality.
Given G and distributions p and q, we say that p overs q if there exists a sequene of pebbling moves
σ suh that pσ ≥ q. The unit distribution assigns one pebble to eah vertex in G. We all the problem of
deiding whether p overs the unit distribution overable. In setion 3, we establish that overable is
NP-omplete; this result was obtained simultaneously and independently by N.G. Watson [W℄.
Although most of the problems we study are omputationally diult, there are some interesting pebbling
problems that are tratable. A pebble distribution q is positive if q assigns at least one pebble to every vertex.
A distribution p is simple if it assigns zero pebbles to all but one vertex. The q-over pebbling number of G,
denoted γq(G), is the minimum k suh that every distribution of size k overs q. The over pebbling theorem
states that for any positive distribution q, there is a simple distribution p of size γq(G)− 1 suh that p does
not over q [VW, S℄. As a onsequene, given G and a positive distribution q, one easily omputes γq(G) in
polynomial time. In the speial ase that q is the unit distribution, we simply write γ(G) for γq(G).
Overview: In setion 2, we develop a haraterization of when unordered sets of pebbling moves may
ordered in a way that yields a valid sequene of pebbling moves. In setion 3, we present results
on the omplexity of reahable and overable. We also observe that a simple greedy strategy
solves reahable whenever G is a tree. Setion 3 uses some results from setion 2. In setion
4, we present our results on the omplexity of omputing the optimal pebbling number. Setion
4 uses some results from setions 2 and 3. In setion 5, we present our results on the omplexity
of omputing the (r-)pebbling number. This setion uses some results from setions 2 and 3; it is
generally independent of setion 4. In setion 6, we present our onlusions.
Let us onsider a simple example. Suppose we are given a graph H with a distribution of pebbles, and we
wish to determine if there is a sequene of pebbling moves whih ends with only one pebble left in the entire
graph. We all this problem annihilation. It is not diult to see that annihilation is NP-hard. Indeed,
a redution from hamiltonian-path is almost immediate. Speially, to deide if G has a Hamiltonian
2
path, we may onstrut H from G by introduing a new vertex v whih is adjaent to eah vertex in G. We
plae two pebbles on v and one pebble on every other vertex in H . It is lear that G has a Hamiltonian path
if and only if there is a sequene of pebbling moves whih results in only one pebble in H .
What is less lear is that annihilation is in NP. If σ is a sequene of pebbling moves in G under p whih
results in only one pebble left in G, then the length of σ is |p| − 1, whih may be exponentially large in
the number of bits needed to represent G and p. Hene, σ may be too large to serve as a ertiate for
membership in annihilation. However, as we will see, the order of the moves in σ is insigniant. In fat,
if we are merely told how many times σ pebbles along eah diretion in every edge in G, then we an quikly
verify the existene of σ.
2. Pebble Orderability
Many questions in graph pebbling onern the existene of a sequene of pebbling moves with ertain
properties. There is a natural temptation to searh for suh sequenes diretly, by deiding whih pebbling
move to make rst, whih to make seond, and so forth. In this setion, we develop tools that allow us more
exibility in onstruting sequenes of pebbling moves. In partiular, our goal is to worry only about whih
moves we should make, and not the order in whih to make them.
We dene the signature of a sequene of pebbling moves σ in a graph G to be the direted multigraph on
vertex set V (G) where the multipliity of an edge uv is the number of times σ pebbles from u to v. We say
that a digraph D is orderable under a pebble distribution p if some ordering of E(D) is a valid sequene of
pebbling moves. We haraterize when D is orderable under p. We all the problem of testing whether D is
orderable under p orderable, or po for short.
As it turns out, two onditions whih are neessary for D to be orderable are also suient. Suppose
that D is orderable and onsider a vertex v. We note that v begins with p(v) pebbles, D pledges that v will
reeive d−D(v) pebbles from pebbling moves into v, and D requests d
+
D(v) pebbling moves out of v. Beause
eah pebbling move out of v osts two pebbles, it is lear that p(v) + d−D(v) is at least 2d
+
D(v). This leads us
to dene the balane of a vertex v as
balance(D, p, v) = p(v) + d−D(v) − 2d
+
D(v).
The balane of v is simply the number of pebbles that remain on v after exeuting any sequene of pebbling
moves whose signature is D; that is, for any σ whose signature is D, we have that pσ(v) = balance(D, p, v).
If D is orderable under p, then the balane of eah vertex must be nonnegative. We all this ondition
the balane ondition. The balane ondition alone is not suient: if D is a direted yle and eah vertex
has one pebble, then the balane of eah vertex is zero but we annot make any pebbling moves, and so D
is not orderable. However, as was impliitly observed in [M℄, if D is ayli, then the balane ondition is
suient.
Theorem 2.1 (Ayli Orderability Charaterization). [M℄ If D is an ayli digraph with distribution p,
then D is orderable if and only if the balane ondition is satised.
Proof. We have observed that the balane ondition is neessary. Conversely, if the balane ondition is
satised, then we obtain a sequene of pebbling moves σ whose signature is D by iteratively seleting a
soure u in D, making all pebbling moves out of u, and deleting u from D. 
Despite the simpliity of the ayli orderability haraterization, we are already able to obtain one of
our most useful orollaries. It makes preise our intuition that if we are trying to plae pebbles on a target
vertex r, it is never advantageous to pebble around in a yle. Our proof is somewhat shorter than previous
proofs.
Corollary 2.2 (No Cyle Lemma). [CCFHPST, M℄ Suppose D is orderable under p. There exists an ayli
D′ ⊆ D suh that D′ is orderable and balance(D′, p, v) ≥ balance(D, p, v) for all v.
Proof. Let D′ be a digraph obtained by iteratively removing yles from D until no yles remain. Observe
that removing a yle C does not hange the balane of verties outside of C and inreases the balane of
verties in C by one. It follows that balance(D′, p, v) ≥ balance(D, p, v) ≥ 0 for all v. Hene, D′ is ayli
and satises the balane ondition. By the ayli orderability haraterization, D′ is orderable. 
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In most ontexts, if a sequene σ of pebbling moves satises ertain riterion, then so will any sequene
σ′ provided that pσ′ ≥ pσ. As we have seen, in these situations, we are able to restrit our attention to
sequenes of pebbling moves whose signatures are ayli. Indeed, all of our major results fall into this
ategory and therefore only require the orderability haraterization for ayli digraphs.
Nevertheless, one may wish to study the existene of sequenes of pebbling moves whih purposefully
remove pebbles from the graph, as in the annihilation deision problem. Let us return to our orderability
haraterization for arbitraryD. As we have seen, in general the balane ondition is not suient. However,
as we show in our next lemma, a direted yle with one pebble on eah vertex is the only minimal, nontrivial
situation whih satises the balane ondition and does not allow us to make any pebbling moves.
Lemma 2.3. Suppose that D with distribution p satises the balane ondition, D is onneted, and e(D) ≥
1. If we annot make any pebbling move desribed by an edge in D, then D is a direted yle and eah
vertex has exatly one pebble.
Proof. Observe that D does not have any soure verties. Indeed, if v were a soure, then the balane
ondition implies that v has enough pebbles to make all pebbling moves out of v requested by D. Therefore
v must have outdegree zero, and so v is an isolated, loopless vertex, whih ontradits that D is onneted
and ontains an edge.
Let e = E(D), let X ⊆ V (D) be the set of all sinks, let Y = V (D) − X be the set of all nonsinks,
let k be the number of edges with soures in Y and sinks in X , and let z be the number of nonsinks that
have exatly one pebble. Note that e =
∑
v d
−(v) = k +
∑
v∈Y d
−(v) and e =
∑
v d
+(v) =
∑
v∈Y d
+(v).
Furthermore, for eah v ∈ Y , we have that p(v) ≤ 1; otherwise, p(v) ≥ 2 and v has outdegree at least
one, ontraditing that there are no pebbling moves available. It follows that z =
∑
v∈Y p (v). Adding the
inequality balance(D, p, v) ≥ 0 over all v ∈ Y , we obtain∑
v∈Y
d−(v) +
∑
v∈Y
p (v) ≥ 2
∑
v∈Y
d+(v),
or equivalently e − k + z ≥ 2e, and so e + k ≤ z. Beause D has no soures, every vertex has indegree at
least one and so e ≥ n. Therefore n ≤ e ≤ e+ k ≤ z ≤ n. It follows that n = e = z, so that every vertex in
D is neither a sink nor a soure and has exatly one pebble. Furthermore, beause e = n, eah vertex in D
has indegree and outdegree exatly one. It follows that D is a direted yle. 
Of ourse, any sequene of pebbling moves leaves a pebble somewhere in the graph; therefore if D ontains
an edge and D is orderable, then balance(D, p, v) ≥ 1 for some vertex v. In fat, a slight generalization of
this observation will serve as our seond neessary ondition. To develop this ondition, we rst reall the
omponent digraph.
Let D be a direted multigraph. A strongly onneted omponent A is trivial if A onsists of a single
vertex with indegree and outdegree zero. Dene comp(D), the omponent digraph of D, to be the digraph
obtained by ontrating eah strongly onneted omponent of D to a single vertex.
Suppose that D is orderable, and onsider a sink A in comp(D). Beause A is a sink omponent, any
pebbling move whose soure is in A also has its sink in A; it follows that unless A is trivial, then there must
be some vertex v in A with balance(D, p, v) ≥ 1. We all the ondition that every nontrivial sink in comp(D)
ontains a vertex of positive balane the sink ondition. Note that in the direted yle example, eah vertex
has balane zero, and so it fails the sink ondition.
As we now show, the balane ondition together with the sink ondition are suient forD to be orderable.
We require a simple proposition.
Proposition 2.4. If D is a strongly onneted digraph and D−uv is not strongly onneted, then comp(D−
uv) ontains a single sink A, u is in A, and v is not in A.
Theorem 2.5 (Orderability Charaterization). D is orderable under p if and only if
(1) (balane ondition) every vertex has nonnegative balane, and
(2) (sink ondition) every nontrivial sink A in comp(D) ontains some vertex with balane at least one
Proof. We have observed that both onditions are neessary. We show that D is orderable under p by
indution on e(D). If e(D) = 0, the statement is trivial. In the remaining ases, we assume that D has at
least one edge.
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We onsider the ase that there is a soure v inD with outdegree at least one. Beause balance(D, p, v) ≥ 0,
v has enough pebbles to make all the pebbling moves that D requests out of v. Let σ be an arbitrary ordering
of these moves and obtain D′ from D by removing all edges whose soure is v. We argue that D′ is orderable
under pσ. It is lear that D
′
under pσ satises the balane ondition. Observe that every sink in comp(D
′)
either onsists of v (and is therefore trivial) or is a sink in comp(D). It follows that every nontrivial sink
in comp(D′) is a nontrivial sink in comp(D) and hene ontains some vertex with balane at least one. By
indution, D′ is orderable under pσ. In the remaining ases, we assume that every soure in D is an isolated
vertex.
Next, we onsider the ase where comp(D) ontains a soure A with outdegree at least one. Let uv
be an edge from a vertex u in A to a vertex v outside of A. We hek that A under p satises both the
balane ondition and the sink ondition. The balane ondition follows from observing that A is a soure
in comp(D). Beause A is strongly onneted and balance(A, p, u) ≥ 2, we have that A satises the sink
ondition. By indution, there is an ordering σ of E(A) whih is a valid sequene of pebbling moves. We
argue that D−E(A) is orderable under pσ. It is lear that D−E(A) under pσ satises the balane ondition.
Beause every nontrivial sink in comp(D − E(A)) is a nontrivial sink in comp(D), D − E(A) satises the
sink ondition. Beause every soure in D is an isolated vertex, it must be that there is some edge e in D
whose sink is u; this edge e is ontained in A. Therefore D − E(A) ontains fewer edges in D, so that the
indutive hypothesis implies that D − E(A) is orderable under pσ. In the remaining ases we assume that
every soure in comp(D) is an isolated vertex in comp(D).
Beause comp(D) is ayli and every soure in comp(D) is an isolated vertex in comp(D), it follows that
D onsists of disjoint, strongly onneted omponents. Beause D is orderable if and only if eah omponent
of D is orderable, we assume without loss of generality that D is a single, strongly onneted omponent. If
we an make a pebbling move uv whih leaves D− uv strongly onneted, then it is lear that D− uv under
puv satises both onditions and so D is orderable.
It remains to onsider the ase that every possible pebbling move results in a digraph whih is no longer
strongly onneted. By Lemma 2.3, we have that some pebbling move uv is possible.
First, suppose that uv is the only edge out of u. Note that beause D is strongly onneted, u must
have indegree at least one. Furthermore, beause uv is a valid pebbling move, we have p (u) ≥ 2. It follows
that balance(D, p, u) ≥ 1. It is lear that D − uv under puv satises the balane ondition; together with
Proposition 2.4, we have that it also satises the sink ondition. By indution D − uv is orderable under
puv.
Otherwise, let uw ∈ E (D), w 6= v. Let z be a vertex in D with balance(D, p, z) ≥ 1 (we allow z ∈
{u,w, v}), let P be a uz-path, and let Q be a zu-path. Observe that uv 6∈ P or uw 6∈ P . In the former ase,
u and z are in the same strongly onneted omponent in D−uv; in the latter ase, u and z are in the same
strongly onneted omponent in D− uw. Together with Proposition 2.4 we have that either D− uv under
puv or D − uw under puw satises both onditions. It follows that D is orderable starting from p. 
Observe that if D is ayli, then the sink ondition is trivially satised, and we reover the ayli
orderability haraterization. Our general orderability haraterization yields a quik method for heking
whether D is orderable, and so orderable is in P. As a onsequene, we see that annihilation is in NP.
Before we onlude this setion, we use our tools to prove some tehnial lemmas whih will be useful in
later setions.
Lemma 2.6. Suppose D is ayli and orderable under p. Then for any vertex w, there exists D′ ⊆ D suh
that D′ is orderable and
balance(D′, p, w) ≥ balance(D, p, w) + 2d+D(w)
≥ p(w) + d−D(w).
Additionally, if d+D(w) > 0, then we may take D
′
to be a proper subgraph of D.
Proof. Observe that if uv is an edge in D with v a sink, then D−uv satises the balane ondition. Let D′ be
a digraph obtained from D by iteratively deleting edges into sinks other than w until no suh edges remain.
BeauseD′ is ayli and satises the balane ondition, the ayli orderability haraterization implies that
D′ is orderable. Observe that w is a sink, or elseD′ would ontain an edge uv with v 6= w a sink. Furthermore,
every edge into w in D remains in D′. It follows that balance(D′, p, w) ≥ balance(D, p, w) + 2d+D(w). 
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Often, we wish to explore the onsequenes of the existene of a sequene of pebbling moves with ertain
properties. In many ontexts, onsidering a minimum sequene of pebbling moves with the properties in
question provides us with additional struture. For example, the no yle lemma implies that a minimum
sequene of pebbling moves witnessing that p overs q must be ayli.
We dene a proper sink to be a sink with indegree at least one.
Lemma 2.7 (Minimum Signatures Lemma). Let σ be a minimum sequene of pebbling moves in G under p
whih plaes at least k pebbles on r with p(r) ≤ k. If D is the signature of σ, then D is ayli, ontains no
proper sinks exept possibly r, the outdegree of r is 0, and the indegree of r is k − p(r).
Proof. By the no yle lemma, D is ayli, or else we obtain a shorter sequene of pebbling moves plaing
at least k pebbles on r. By Lemma 2.6, the outdegree of r is zero, or again we obtain a shorter sequene.
Beause d+D(r) = 0, we have balance(D, p, r) = p(r) + d
−
D(r). Together with balance(D, p, r) ≥ k, we
have that d−D(r) ≥ k − p(r). If d
−
D(r) > k − p(r), then balance(D, p, r) > k. Obtain D
′
from D by
deleting one edge into r. Notie that D′ satises the balane ondition and furthermore balance(D′, p, r) =
balance(D, p, r) − 1 ≥ k. By the ayli orderability haraterization, we obtain a shorter sequene. 
If we are interested in minimum sequenes of pebbling moves that plae k pebbles on some r in a set R
of target verties, the struture of these sequenes is further onstrained. Not only do their signatures obey
the onditions found in the minimum signatures lemma, but the outdegree of eah vertex in S is bounded.
Lemma 2.8. Let σ be a sequene of pebbling moves in G under p that plaes at least k > 0 pebbles on a
vertex r ∈ R whih, among all sequenes plaing at least k pebbles on some vertex in R, minimizes the total
number of pebbling moves. Let D be the signature of σ. For eah v ∈ R, we have that the outdegree of v is
less than k/2.
Proof. Observe that D is ayli, or else we ontradit the no yle lemma. Suppose for a ontradition that
there is v ∈ R with d+D(v) ≥ k/2. Beause k > 0, we have d
+
D(v) > 0 and so Lemma 2.6 yields a shorter
sequene of pebbling moves plaing at least k pebbles on v, a ontradition. 
3. Pebble Reahability
Reall that the pebbling number of a graph pi(G) is the minimum k suh that every vertex is reahable
under every distribution of size k. It is natural, then, to explore the deision problem that results when we
x a partiular distribution and target vertex; that is, given G, p, and r, is r reahable? We all this problem
reahable, or pr for short. As we show, pr is NP-omplete, even when the inputs are restrited so that G
is bipartite, has maximum degree three, and eah vertex starts with at most two pebbles.
Analogously, xing the distribution in the over pebbling number γ(G) yields another deision problem:
given G and p, does p over the unit distribution? We all this problem overable, abbreviated p.
Although deiding whether γ(G) ≤ k is possible in polynomial time [VW, S℄, p is NP-omplete.
A sequene of pebbling moves σ is nonrepetitive if for every (unordered) pair of verties {u, v}, σ ontains at
most one pebbling move between the verties u and v. Similarly to pr, we may ask, givenG, p, and r, whether
r is reahable via a nonrepetitive sequene of pebbling moves. We all this language npr (nonrepetitive pebble
reahability). We show that npr is NP-omplete. Our redution is from a restrited form of 3sat whose
instanes φ are all in a anonial form.
Denition 3.1. A 3CNF formula φ is in anonial form if
(1) φ has at least 2 lauses,
(2) eah lause ontains 2 or 3 variables,
(3) eah variable appears at most 3 times in φ,
(4) eah variable appears either one or twie in its positive form, and
(5) eah variable appears exatly one in its negative form
It is well known that 3sat remains NP-omplete when (1-3) are required. Suppose φ is a 3sat formula
whih satises (1-3) but not neessarily (4) or (5). Indeed, if a variable x always appears in its positive
(negative) form in φ, we obtain a simpler, equivalent formula by setting x to true (false), thus removing all
lauses ontaining x (x). If x appears twie in its negative form, we simply swith all negative ourrenes
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Figure 3.1. If φ = (w ∨ x) ∧ (w ∨ x) ∧ (w ∨ y ∨ z) ∧ (x ∨ y ∨ z), then Gnpr(φ) appears above.
of x to positive ourrenes and all positive ourrenes of x to negative ourrenes. In this way, we obtain
an equivalent formula satisfying all of the above. We dene r3sat to be this restrited form of 3sat.
Our redution from r3sat to npr employs several simple gadgets. The AND gadget is a vertex v that
has two input edges and one output edge; initially, v is given zero pebbles. Notie that if σ is nonrepetitive
and ontains a pebbling move from v along the output edge, then σ must ontain pebbling moves into v
along both input edges. The OR gadget is idential, exept that v is initially given a single pebble. In this
ase, if σ is nonrepetitive and ontains a pebbling move from v along the output edge, then σ must ontain
a pebbling move into v along one if the input edges. Using 2-ary AND (OR) gadgets, one easily onstruts
k-ary AND (OR) gadgets.
The variable gadget is a path v1v2v3 of length three. The endpoint verties {v1, v3} are initially given two
pebbles, and the internal vertex v2 is initially given zero pebbles. The endpoint verties orrespond to the
positive ourrene(s) of the variable in φ, and the internal vertex orresponds to the negative ourrene of
the variable in φ. The variable gadget has two or three output edges, depending upon how many times the
orresponding variable appears in φ. If xi appears three times in φ, then its assoiated variable gadget Xi
has three output edges, one inident to eah vi. If xi appears twie in φ, then Xi has two output edges, one
inident to eah of v1 and v2. We say that the output edges inident to v1 and v3 are positive output edges
and the output edge inident to v2 is the negative output edge.
Given an instane φ of r3sat, we onstrut G = Gnpr(φ) as follows. For eah variable xi in φ, we
introdue a variable gadget Xi in G. For eah lause cj ontaining k ∈ {2, 3} variables, we introdue a k-ary
OR gadget Cj . The output edges of the Xi are identied with the input edges of the Cj in the natural way:
if xi appears in cj , a positive output edge of Xi is identied with an input edge of Cj , and if xi appears in
cj , the negative output edge of Xi is identied with an input edge of Cj . The output edges of the Cj are
onneted to the input edges of an m-ary AND gadget A, where m is the number of lauses in φ. Finally,
the output edge of A is onneted to the target vertex r.
Example. If φ = (w ∨ x)∧ (w ∨ x)∧ (w ∨ y ∨ z)∧ (x∨ y ∨ z), then Gnpr(φ) appears in Figure 3.1 on page 7.
Proposition 3.2. Let φ be an instane of r3sat with n variables and m lauses. Then Gnpr(φ) has at most
O(n+m) verties.
Theorem 3.3. npr is NP-omplete, even when G has maximum degree three and eah vertex starts with at
most two pebbles.
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Proof. It is immediate that npr is in NP. Let φ be an instane of r3sat and let G = Gnpr(φ). Observe that
eah vertex in G starts with at most two pebbles and the maximum degree in G is three.
We laim that φ is satisable if and only if there is a nonrepetitive sequene of pebbling moves whih
ends with a pebble on r. Suppose that φ is satisable via f : {x1, . . . , xn} → {true, false}. We onstrut a
nonrepetitive sequene of pebbling moves whih ends with a pebble on r as follows. For eah variable xi with
f(xi) = false, we make a pebbling move from eah endpoint of Xi to the interior vertex of Xi. Notie that
after exeuting these pebbling moves, for eah xi with f(xi) = true, we have two pebbles on eah endpoint of
Xi and for eah xi with f(xi) = false, we have two pebbles on the interior vertex of Xi. Beause f satises
φ, eah lause gadget Ci has some input edge whih is inident to a vertex in a variable gadget with two
pebbles. By onstrution, eah vertex in a variable gadget is inident to at most one lause gadget input
edge; therefore we are able to make pebbling moves into eah lause gadget Ci. By the onstrution of our
lause gadgets, we are then able to make pebbling moves out of eah lause gadget and, by onstrution,
along eah of the inputs to the m-ary AND gadget. It follows that we are able to make a pebbling move
along the output of our AND gadget, whih plaes a pebble on r. It is easily observed that our sequene of
pebbling moves is nonrepetitive.
Conversely, suppose that σ is nonrepetitive sequene of pebbling moves whih ends with a pebble on r.
We onstrut a satisfying assignment f as follows. Beause σ ontains a pebbling move aross the output
of the AND gadget A, it follows that σ ontains pebbling moves aross the output of eah lause gadget Ci.
Hene, for eah lause gadget Ci, σ ontains a pebbling move aross an input edge ei of Ci. If ei is inident
to an endpoint of Xj , then we set f(xj) = true; otherwise, if ei is inident to the interior vertex of Xj, we
set f(xj) = false. We laim that we do not attempt to set both f(xj) = true and f(xj) = false. Indeed, if
we set f(xj) = false, then σ ontains a pebbling move out of the interior vertex v of Xj along an input edge
to some lause gadget. Beause σ is nonrepetitive, v starts with zero pebbles, and v has degree three, it
must be that σ ontains pebbling moves from eah of the endpoints in Xj into v. Beause eah endpoint of
Xj starts with only two pebbles and σ is nonrepetitive, the moves into v are the only pebbling moves whih
originate from the endpoints of Xj. Therefore σ does not ontain a pebbling move out of an endpoint of Xj
along an input edge of a lause gadget, and hene we never attempt to set f(xj) = true. If the truth values
for any variables remain unset, we set them arbitrarily. Now f witnesses that φ is satisable. 
One of the major tools available to us when designing interesting graph pebbling problems is the path; on a
path, the pebbling moves available to us are rather limited. If we are in a situation where we need not onern
ourselves with pebbling in yles, then our options on a path beome even more limited. Furthermore, if the
path is long, it may be diult to pebble aross. Before using paths to redue npr to pr, we explore some
basi properties.
Lemma 3.4. Let G be a graph whih ontains an indued path P = v0 . . . vn+1 ontaining n + 2 verties,
and suppose that eah of the n internal verties in P ontains c pebbles. Let D be an ayli signature of a
sequene of pebbling moves so that the edge v1v0 has multipliity a0 ≥ c. Then the multipliity of vn+1vn is
at least 2n(a0 − c) + c.
Proof. Observe that the laim is trivial if a0 = 0; we assume that a0 ≥ 1. For 1 ≤ i ≤ n, let ai be the
multipliity of vi+1vi. We laim that for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we have that
(1) ai + c ≥ 2ai−1, and
(2) ai ≥ a0.
Suppose for a ontradition that i ≥ 1 is the least integer for whih (1) or (2) fails, and onsider the vertex
vi. By our seletion of i, ai−1 ≥ a0 and therefore D requests at least a0 pebbling moves out of vi along
edge vivi−1. Beause a0 ≥ c and a0 ≥ 1, we have that 2a0 > c; hene, by the balane ondition at vi, the
indegree of vi in D is at least one. Beause D is ayli, D ontains no edges of the form vi−1vi. Beause
vi is an internal vertex in an indued path in G, the only other edge inident to vi is vivi+1. It follows that
the indegree of vi in D is exatly the multipliity of vi+1vi, and so the indegree of vi in D is ai. Therefore
the balane ondition at vi implies that ai + c ≥ 2ai−1, whih together with a0 ≥ c and ai−1 ≥ a0, implies
ai ≥ a0.
Solving our reurrene in (1), we nd that ai ≥ 2
i(a0 − c) + c. 
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We use our path lemma to argue that if we an pebble aross a long path several times, than we an plae
many pebbles on the originating endpoint of the path. Together with Lemma 2.6, we obtain the following
orollary.
Corollary 3.5. Under the assumptions of Lemma 3.4, there exists D′ ⊆ D suh that D′ is orderable and
balance(D′, p, vn+1) ≥ 2
n+1(a0 − c) + 2c. If in addition we have d
+
D(vn+1) > 0, then we may take D
′
to be a
proper subgraph of D.
Our redution used the notion of nonrepetitive sequenes of pebbling moves. In fat, there is a natural
orrespondene between the nonrepetitive sequenes of pebbling moves in a graphG and (arbitrary) sequenes
of pebbling moves in another graph S(G,α).
Denition 3.6. We obtain S(G,α) from G by replaing eah edge in G with a path ontaining α internal
verties, so that dS(G,α)(u, v) = (1 + α) dG(u, v) for any u, v in G. We all these paths one use paths.
As our next lemma shows, the orrespondene holds whenever α is suiently large with respet to the
number of pebbles in G.
Lemma 3.7. Fix a graph G and a parameter t ≥ 0. Suppose that α ≥ max {lg 2t, 4 lg e(G)} and let
H = S(G,α). Let p be a pebble distribution on G of size at most t and dene a pebble distribution q on H
so that q and p agree on V (G) and q assigns one pebble eah to the internal verties of H's one use paths.
We have the following laims.
(1) If σ is a nonrepetitive sequene of pebbling moves in G, then there exists a sequene of pebbling moves
σ′ in H suh that pσ and qσ′ agree on V (G).
(2) Conversely, if σ is a sequene of pebbling moves in H, then there exists a nonrepetitive sequene of
pebbling moves σ′ in G suh that pσ′(v) ≥ qσ(v) for all v in G.
Proof. Claim 1 is lear. Suppose that σ is a sequene of pebbling moves in H . By the no yle lemma, we
may assume without loss of generality that the signature D of σ is ayli. We dene a digraph D′ with
vertex set V (G) as follows. Let uv be an edge in G and let u = w0 . . . wα+1 = v be the orresponding one
use path in H . The multipliity of the edge uv in D′ is the multipliity of the edge wαwα+1 in D. Beause
D is ayli, the balane ondition implies that if D ontains the edge wαwα+1, then D ontains all edges
wkwk+1. It follows that D
′
is also ayli. It is easily seen that balance(D′, p, v) ≥ balance(D, q, v) for eah
v in D′. By the ayli orderability haraterization, we obtain a sequene of pebbling moves σ′ suh that
pσ′(v) ≥ qσ(v) for all v in G. It remains to show that D
′
has no edges of multipliity at least two, so that
σ′ is neessarily nonrepetitive.
Suppose for a ontradition that uv is an edge in D′ with multipliity at least two; again, let u =
w0 . . . wα+1 = v be the orresponding one use path in H . It follows that wαwα+1 has multipliity at least
two in D. Realling that q assigns eah of the internal verties wi one pebble, Lemma 3.4 implies that the
multipliity of w0w1 is at least 2
α + 1. Beause eah pebbling move redues the total number of pebbles
by one, ertainly the size of q is at least 2α + 2. But |q| = |p| + αe(G) and together with t ≤ 2α−1 and
αe(G) ≤ 2α−1, we obtain a ontradition. 
Corollary 3.8. reahable is NP-omplete, even when G is bipartite, has maximum degree three, and eah
vertex starts with at most two pebbles.
Proof. By the no yle lemma and the ayli orderability haraterization, pr is in NP. We redue npr to
pr as follows. Consider a graph G with maximum degree three, a distribution of pebbles p whih plaes at
most two pebbles on eah vertex in G, and a target vertex r. Let α be the least odd number larger than
max {lg 2 |p| , 4 lg e(G)}. Our redution outputs H = S(G,α) with pebble distribution q as in Lemma 3.7
and target vertex r. Observe that H is bipartite, has maximum degree three, and eah vertex starts with at
most two pebbles. By Lemma 3.7, r is reahable via a nonrepetitive sequene of pebbling moves in G if and
only if r is reahable in H . 
Let φ be an instane of r3sat. We dene Gpr(φ) = S(Gnpr(φ), α) with α hosen as in our orollary; that
is, Gpr is the omposition of our redution from r3sat to npr and our redution from npr to pr.
Corollary 3.9. overable is NP-omplete, even when G is bipartite, has maximum degree three, and eah
vertex starts with at most three pebbles.
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Proof. By the no yle lemma and the ayli orderability haraterization, we have that p is in NP. We
redue pr to p as follows. Let G be a graph with pebble distribution p and target vertex r. Dene a new
distribution q of pebbles so that q(v) = p(v) + 1 for all v 6= r and q(r) = p(r). We laim that r is reahable
under p if and only if q overs the unit distribution. The forward diretion is lear.
Suppose that σ is a minimum sequene of pebbling moves witnessing that q overs the unit distribution,
and let D be the signature of σ. By the no yle lemma, D is ayli. Beause balance(D, q, v) ≥ 1, we
have that balance(D, p, v) ≥ 0 for all v and balance(D, p, r) ≥ 1. It follows from the ayli orderability
haraterization that D is orderable under p. Together with balance(D, p, r) ≥ 1, we have that r is reahable
under p. 
As we have seen, reahable is NP-omplete, even under some restritions of the inputs. However, as
we now observe, if we restrit G to be a tree, then we an solve reahable in polynomial time using a
simple greedy strategy. A greedy pebbling move is a pebbling move uv suh that d(v, r) < d(u, r). The greedy
pebbling strategy arbitrarily makes greedy pebbling moves until no greedy pebbling move is possible.
Proposition 3.10 (Greedy Tree Lemma). In a tree T with target r, the maximum number of pebbles that
an be plaed on r is ahieved with the greedy pebbling strategy.
Proof. Suppose for a ontradition that under p, it is possible to plae k pebbles on r, but if we make the
greedy pebbling move uv, it is no longer possible to plae at least k pebbles on r. Let σ be a minimum
sequene of pebbling moves plaing k pebbles on r, and let D be the signature of σ. By the no yle lemma,
D is ayli. If D ontains the edge uv, then the ayli orderability haraterization implies that D− uv is
orderable under puv, implying it is possible to plae k pebbles on r even after pebbling uv. Otherwise, if D
does not ontain the edge uv, then d+(u) = 0, or else D ontains a proper sink other than r, ontraditing
the minimal signatures lemma. Therefore σ does not ontain any pebbling moves out of u, and so uv followed
by σ is a legal sequene of pebbling moves plaing at least k pebbles on r. 
4. Complexity of Optimal Pebbling Number
Reall that the optimal pebbling number pi(G) of a graph G is the least number k suh that every vertex
is reahable under some distribution of size k. We dene optimal-pebbling-number (abbreviated opn)
to be the problem of deiding, given G and k, whether pi(G) ≤ k. In this setion, we show that opn is NP-
omplete. We observe that opn is in NP; indeed, we may witness that pi(G) ≤ k by providing a distribution
p of size k and, for eah r, the signature Dr of a sequene of pebbling moves showing that r is reahable.
More are is needed to establish that opn is NP-hard. As in our proof that pr is NP-hard, we establish that
opn is NP-hard through an intermediate deision problem.
Let G be a graph and p be a distribution of pebbles to G. A vertex r is determinative if r is reahable
under p implies that every vertex in G is reahable under p. Informally, if r is determinative, then no verties
in G are more diult to pebble than r. Our intermediate deision problem is reahable with the added
restrition that r is determinative. We all this problem dpr (determinative pebble reahability).
Proposition 4.1. dpr is NP-omplete, even when eah vertex starts with at most two pebbles.
Proof. Beause reahable is in NP, it is immediate that dpr is in NP as well. We show that our redution
Gpr from r3sat to pr atually produes an instane of dpr. Let φ be an instane of r3sat, and let
G = Gpr(φ) with distribution p and target r. We show that r is determinative. Suppose that it is possible
to plae a pebble on r, or equivalently that φ is satisable. Consider a vertex v ∈ G. If v is an internal
vertex in a one use path introdued in our redution from npr to pr, then v begins with one pebble and so
v is reahable trivially.
It remains to onsider the ase that v is a vertex introdued in our redution from r3sat to npr, so that
v is either in an OR gadget, a variable gadget, an AND gadget, or v = r. If v is in an OR gadget, then
v begins with a pebble. If v is an endpoint of a variable gadget, then v begins with two pebbles. If v is
the interior vertex of a variable gadget, then we may plae a pebble on v by pebbling from either of the
endpoints (whih start with two pebbles) aross the one use path. Otherwise, if v is in an AND gadget or
v = r, then we use the satisability of φ to plae a pebble on v. 
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Figure 4.1. star(3, 5)
Before we are able to present our redution from dpr to opn, we require some tehnial lemmas. The
following weighting argument is well known and is a fundamental tool in graph pebbling.
Proposition 4.2 (Standard Weight Equation). Let G be a graph with distribution p and target vertex r,
and let ai be the number of pebbles at distane i from r. If it is possible to plae s pebbles on r, then we have∑
i≥0 2
−iai ≥ s.
Proof. Observe that it is not possible to make a pebbling move whih inreases the sum
∑
i≥0 2
−iai. 
The following graph will be useful to us in two dierent ontexts: rst, as a gadget, and seondly in
establishing the orretness of our redution from dpr to opn.
Denition 4.3. We dene star(α, β) to be the result of replaing eah edge in K1,β with a path of length
α, so that star(α, β) has αβ edges. Equivalently, star(α, β) = S(K1,β , α− 1).
Example. star(3, 5) appears in Figure 4.1 on page 11.
Our redution from dpr to opn produes a graph whose global struture is similar to that of star(·).
Our instane of dpr plays the role of the enter vertex, and the gadgets that we add play the role of the
leaves. When we argue the orretness of our redution, we apply the following lemma to limit the pebble
distributions that we must onsider. The lemma shows how, despite the simpliity of the standard weight
equation, it yields nontrivial results.
Lemma 4.4. Fix α ≥ 1 and β ≥ 2. Let p be a distribution of β2α pebbles to star(α, β) with the property
that for eah leaf l in star(α, β), it is possible to plae 2α pebbles on l. If 2(β2 + 1) < 2α, then p is the
distribution whih plaes 2α pebbles on eah leaf and zero pebbles on the other verties.
Proof. Let v be the enter vertex of star(α, β), and for eah 0 ≤ i ≤ α, let ai be the number of pebbles at
distane i from v. For eah l, it is possible to plae 2α pebbles on l and Proposition 4.2 yields an equation;
we sum these equations. Beause there are β leaves, we obtain β2α on the right hand side. A pebble at
distane i from v is at distane α − i from its losest leaf and α + i from all other leaves. It follows that
pebbles at distane i from v ontribute 1/2α−i + (β − 1)/2α+i to the left hand side of the equation. We
obtain
α∑
i=0
(
1
2α−i
+
β − 1
2α+i
)
ai ≥ β2
α
and after some simpliation,
α∑
i=0
(
2i +
β − 1
2i
)
ai ≥ β4
α.
Let f(x) = 2x+(β−1)2−x, so that pebbles at distane i ontribute f(i) to the left hand side. Analyzing the
derivative f ′(x) = ln 2 (2x − (β − 1)2−x), we nd that f ′(x) = 0 has one solution, namely x0 = log4(β − 1).
Furthermore, for x > x0, we have f
′(x) > 0 and for x < x0, we have f
′(x) < 0. It follows that f(x) has a
global minimum at x = x0, f(x) is dereasing on (−∞, x0], and f(x) is inreasing on [x0,∞).
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Let m =
∑α−1
i=0 ai be the number of pebbles not at distane α from v; we show that m < 1, implying that
m = 0. Noting that aα = β2
α −m, we have that(
max
0≤i≤α−1
f(i)
)
m+ f(α) (β2α −m) ≥ β4α.
Beause of the monotoniity properties of f , we havemaxα−1i=0 f(i) ∈ {f(0), f(α− 1)}. Beause 2(β
2+1) < 2α,
ertainly 2β < 2α and therefore
f(0) = β < 2α−1 ≤ 2α−1 + (β − 1)21−α = f(α− 1)
It follows that max0≤i≤α−1 f(i) = f(α− 1), and after substitution and further simpliation, we obtain
m ≤
β2α (f(α)− 2α)
f(α)− f(α− 1)
.
Substituting our formula for f(α) into the numerator yields
m ≤
β(β − 1)
f(α)− f(α− 1)
≤
β2
f(α)− f(α− 1)
.
Reall that 2(β2+1) < 2α, whih implies that β2 < 2α−1−1. Observe that f(α)−f(α−1) = 2α−1−(β−1)/2α.
Beause β−1 < 2(β2+1) < 2α, we have that f(α)−f(α−1) > 2α−1−1. It follows that β2 < f(α)−f(α−1),
implying that m < 1 as required.
It follows that p plaes every pebble at distane α from v. It remains to show that p plaes 2α pebbles
on eah leaf. Fix an arbitrary leaf l, and let n be the number of pebbles that p plaes on l. Applying the
standard weight equation to l, we have that
n+
β2α − n
22α
≥ 2α.
After simpliation, we obtain that
n ≥ 2α −
2α(β − 1)
4α − 1
.
Similarly to the previous paragraph, we show that n > 2α − 1. We have that
2α(β − 1)
4α − 1
≤
2α(β − 1)
4α − 2α
=
β − 1
2α − 1
.
Beause β ≤ 2(β2 +1) < 2α, we have that (β− 1)/(2α− 1) < 1 and hene n > 2α− 1 as required. Therefore
p assigns eah leaf at least 2α pebbles and the lemma follows. 
We now have the tools neessary to present our redution from dpr to opn. Let G be a graph with pebble
distribution p and determinative target vertex r. Let m = |p|, let α =
⌈
lg
(
2(m2 + 1)
)⌉
, and let β = 2αm+2.
We onstrut a graph H with the property that pi(H) ≤ m2α if and only if r is reahable in G.
We onstrut H from G by attahing a opy of star(α, β) to eah pebble in G. That is, for eah pebble
on a vertex u, we introdue a opy of star(α, β) and attah it to u by identifying u with one of the leaves of
our opy of star(α, β).
Lemma 4.5. r is reahable in G under p if and only if pi(H) ≤ m2α.
Proof. ( =⇒ ). Suppose r is reahable. Dene a distribution q of m2α pebbles to H by plaing 2α pebbles
at the enters of eah of the m opies of star(α, β) in H . Consider a vertex v in H . If v belongs to a opy S
of star(α, β), then v is at a distane of at most α from the enter of S; beause the enter of S begins with
2α pebbles, v is reahable. Otherwise, v must be a vertex in G. Beause r is reahable and determinative
under p, to show that v is reahable, it sues to show that q overs p. But eah star an ontribute one
pebble to the vertex it shares with G, and so q overs p.
(⇐=). Let q be a distribution of m2α pebbles to H witnessing that pi(H) ≤ m2α. We laim that if u is the
enter vertex of a opy S of star(α, β), then it is possible to plae 2α pebbles on u starting from q. Indeed,
beause S ontains β − 1 > m2α pendant paths with endpoint u, there is some path to whih q assigns no
pebbles (exept possibly at u). Let w0w1 . . . wα be one suh path with w0 = u. Beause every vertex is
reahable under q, ertainly wα is reahable; let D be a signature of a minimum sequene of pebbling moves
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that plaes a pebble on wα. Beause wα is a leaf and q assigns no pebbles to wα, wα−1wα is an edge in D;
therefore Corollary 3.5 implies that we an plae 2α pebbles on u.
When a graph has a pebble distribution, ontrating a set of verties S hanges the pebble distribution
in the natural way: pebbles on verties in S are olleted at the vertex of ontration. Construt H ′ and
pebbling distribution q′ from H and q by iteratively applying the following ontrations:
(1) Contrat all verties in H that are also in G to a single vertex v
(2) For eah opy S of star(α, β), ontrat the verties in S that are at distane at least α from v
Observe that H ′ is exatly star(α,m), with enter vertex v. Beause the ontration operation annot make
pebbling more diult, it is possible to plae 2α pebbles on eah leaf in H ′ starting from q′. Beause
2(m2 + 1) ≤ 2α, applying Lemma 4.4 to H ′ = star(α,m) implies that q′ must assign 2α pebbles to eah leaf
of H ′. It follows that q assigns 2α pebbles to eah opy of star(α, β) in H in suh a way that eah pebble is
at distane at least α away from the verties in G.
Let E be the signature of a minimum sequene of pebbling moves in H starting from q whih plaes a
pebble on r. Consider a opy S of star(α, β) attahed to a vertex u in G. We laim that E ontains at most
one edge from S into u. Indeed, if this were otherwise, then by Corollary 3.5 there exists E′ ⊆ E whih
plaes at least 2 · 2α pebbles on the enter vertex of S. However, this is impossible beause E is ayli with
edges from S into G and q assigns only 2α pebbles to S.
Obtain E′ from E by deleting all edges exept those in G. Beause eah vertex u in G reeives a pebble
from p for every attahed opy of star(α, β), we have that balance(E′, p, u) ≥ balance(E, q, u). It follows
from the ayli orderability haraterization that E′ is orderable under p; together with balance(E′, p, u) ≥
balance(E, q, u) ≥ 1, we have that r is reahable under p. 
We onlude with this setion's main theorem.
Theorem 4.6. optimal-pebbling-number is NP-omplete.
Proof. We have already observed that opn is in NP and exhibited a redution from dpr to opn. It remains
to hek that the size of H and m2α are not too large, so that our redution is omputable in polynomial
time. Let n be the number of verties in G. By Proposition 4.1, we assume that |p| = m is at most 2n. Our
redution uses gadgets star(α, β) with α ≤
⌈
lg
(
2(4n2 + 1)
)⌉
and β ≤ 2αm+2 = O(n3). It follows that eah
gadget star(α, β) has at most O(n3 logn) verties. Beause we use at most 2n gadgets, H ontains a total
of at most n+ 2nO(n3 logn) = O(n4 logn) verties. 
5. Complexity of Pebbling Number
Although the optimal pebbling number has reeived some study, ombinatorialists have foused more
attention on the pebbling number. Reall that the r-pebbling number pi(G, r) is the minimum k suh that r
is reahable under every distribution of size k. Similarly, the pebbling number pi(G) is the minimum k suh
that every vertex is reahable under every distribution of size k. It is lear from the denitions that if n is
the number of verties in G, then pi(G) ≤ n ≤ pi(G). At rst glane, it may not be lear that pi(G) is well
dened. In fat, if G is not onneted, then we an plae arbitrarily many pebbles in a single omponent
and we will not be able to plae pebbles on verties outside the omponent. However, for onneted graphs,
pi(G) is well dened; we impliitly assume that G is onneted. Indeed, if d is the diameter of G, every vertex
is reahable provided that our distribution is fored to plae at least 2d pebbles on some vertex. We reord
this observation as a proposition.
Proposition 5.1. Let G be a graph with diameter d. Then pi(G) ≤
(
2d − 1
)
n+ 1.
We all the problem of deiding whether pi(G, r) ≤ k r-pebbling-number (abbreviated rpn); similarly,
we dene pebbling-number (abbreviated pn) to be the problem of deiding whether pi(G) ≤ k. In this
setion, we establish that pn and rpn are ΠP2 -omplete. First, note that both languages are in Π
P
2 . Indeed,
to deide if pi(G) ≤ k, our mahine need only hek that for all distributions p of size k and all target verties
r, there exists an orderable digraph Dp,r that plaes a pebble on r. The distributions of size k, the target
verties, and the digraphs Dp,r are all desribable using poly(n, log k) bits. Further, orderable is in P. It
follows that pn is in ΠP2 . A similar argument shows that rpn is in Π
P
2 .
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The seminal ΠP2 -omplete problem is a quantied version of 3sat whose instanes onsist of a 3CNF
formula φ over a set of universally quantied variables and a set of existentially quantied variables (see [P℄).
We say that φ is valid if for every setting of the universally quantied variables, there is a setting of the
existentially quantied variables whih satises φ. The deision problem ∀∃3sat is to determine whether φ
is valid.
Just as 3sat remains NP-omplete when φ is restrited to be in anonial form (reall Denition 3.1),
∀∃3sat remains ΠP2 -omplete when φ is restrited to be in anonial form. We all this restrition r∀∃3sat.
We show that rpn is ΠP2 -omplete by a redution from r∀∃3sat. Whereas our redution to opn produes
graphs H with the property that only one distribution an possibly sueed in witnessing pi(H) ≤ k, our
redution to rpn produes graphs with the property that almost all distributions sueed in being able to
plae a pebble on r. It is the rare diult distributions  those whih may not allow a pebble to be plaed
on r  that orrespond to settings of the universally quantied variables in our r∀∃3sat formula. Given a
distribution of k pebbles to the graph we produe, either r is easily reahable, or the distribution orresponds
to a setting f of the universally quantied variables in φ and r is reahable if and only if φ is satisable
under f .
Our redution from r∀∃3sat to rpn involves the onstrution of several graphs, eah building on the
previous onstrution. We refer to the ith graph we produe as Gi = Gi(φ). We present the redution with
respet to a xed instane φ of r∀∃3sat.
5.1. The Underlying Graph. We obtain G1 from φ by modifying G
npr(φ) slightly. That is, for eah
universally quantied variable xi in φ, we remove both edges from the variable gadget Xi in G
npr(φ) asso-
iated with xi and remove one pebble eah from the endpoints of Xi, so that the endpoints of Xi start with
one pebble instead of two. (We leave intat variable gadgets Xj orresponding to existentially quantied
variables xj in φ.) Let n1 = n(G1) be the number of verties in G1, let e1 = e(G1), and let p1 be the
distribution on G1. The following denition gives the orrespondene between settings of the universally
quantied variables in φ and distributions of pebbles in G1.
Denition 5.2. For eah setting f of the universally quantied variables in φ, let p1,f be the distribution
of pebbles to G1 given by adding the following pebbles to p1. For eah xi with f(xi) = true, add one pebble
to eah of the two verties assoiated with positive ourrenes of xi in φ. For eah xi with f(xi) = false,
add two pebbles to the vertex assoiated with the negative instane of xi.
Observe that under any p1,f , eah vertex in G1 ontains at most two pebbles. Our interest in G1 under
the distributions p1,f is based on the following proposition, whose proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.3.
Proposition 5.3. There is a nonrepetitive sequene of pebbling moves whih plaes a pebble on r in G1
starting from p1,f if and only if there is a setting of the existentially quantied variables in φ whih, together
with f , satises φ.
Let t be the number of pebbles in the p1,f . Beause p1,f assigns at most two pebbles to eah vertex in
G1, t ≤ 2n1. We obtain G2 from G1 by setting α = max {lg 2t, 4 lg e1} and replaing eah edge in G1 with a
path of length α+ 1; that is, G2 = S(G1, α) (reall Denition 3.6). Let n2 be the number of verties in G2.
Let p2 be the distribution of pebbles to G2 so that p2 and p1 agree on all verties in G1 and p2(v) = 1 for
all verties v introdued in our onstrution of G2 from G1. Similarly, let p2,f be the distribution of pebbles
to G2 so that p2,f and p1,f agree on all verties in G1 and p2,f(v) = 1 for all verties v introdued in our
onstrution of G2 from G1.
We all G2 the underlying graph and a distribution p2,f an underlying distribution. Observe that by
Lemma 3.7, there is a nonrepetitive sequene of pebbling moves whih plaes a pebble on r in G1 under p1,f
if and only if there is an arbitrary sequene of pebbling moves in G2 under p2,f whih plaes a pebble on r.
Together with Proposition 5.3, we obtain the following.
Proposition 5.4. There is a sequene of pebbling moves whih plaes a pebble on r in G2 starting from p2,f
if and only if there is a setting of the existentially quantied variables in φ, whih, together with f , satises
φ.
One useful property of the underlying graph together with an underlying distribution is that it is not
possible to aumulate more than ve pebbles on any vertex. This property will be instrumental in arguing
that the gadgets we attah to the underlying graph behave orretly.
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Proposition 5.5. It is not possible to plae more than ve pebbles on any vertex in G2 starting from any
p2,f .
Proof. Suppose for a ontradition it is possible to plae at least six pebbles on a vertex u in G2. First,
suppose u is a vertex introdued in our onstrution of G2 from G1, so that u is an internal vertex wi,
1 ≤ i ≤ α, in a one use path P = w0w1 . . . wαwα+1. Let D be a signature of a minimum sequene of
pebbling moves whih plaes at least six pebbles on vi. Beause p2,f(wi) = 1, for balance(D, p2,f , wi) ≥ 6
we must have that the indegree of wi is at least ve. It follows by the pigeonhole priniple that either the
multipliity of wi−1wi or wi+1wi is at least three. If the former is true, we an apply Corollary 3.5 to obtain
a sequene of pebbling moves that plaes 2i(3− 1) + 2 · 1 ≥ 6 pebbles on w0. Similarly, if the latter is true,
we apply Corollary 3.5 to obtain a sequene of pebbling moves that plaes 2α−i(3− 1)+ 2 · 1 ≥ 6 pebbles on
wα+1. Beause w0 and wα+1 are verties in G1, it sues to show that it is not possible to plae more than
ve pebbles on any vertex in G1.
Suppose that u is in G1. Beause it is possible to plae at least six pebbles on u in G2 starting from p2,f ,
by Lemma 3.7, there is a nonrepetitive sequene of pebbling moves that plaes at least six pebbles on u in
G1 starting from p1,f . But this is learly impossible, beause the maximum degree in G1 is three and eah
vertex reeives at most two pebbles from p1,f . 
Now that we have established the important properties of the underlying graph and the underlying
distributions, we attah gadgets to the verties in the underlying graph. Just as the star gadgets we attah
in our redution from dpr to opn fore any potentially suessful distribution to take a ertain form, our
gadgets here fore any potentially unsuessful distribution to take a form whih eetively indues one of
the underlying distributions on the underlying graph.
5.2. The Gadgets. We introdue three lasses of gadgets: the null gadget, the fork gadget, and the eye
gadget. In this setion, we explore the relevant properties of our gadgets as isolated graphs.
All lasses of gadgets share some ommon properties. The gadgets have attahment verties ; later, we
will attah gadgets to the underlying graph by identifying the attahment verties of a gadget with verties
in the underlying graph. A supply quota s assigns eah attahment vertex v a number s(v); eah gadget has
one or more supply quotas. Under a partiular distribution q, a gadget satises s if q overs s.
The gadgets have overow verties, whih are adjaent to r; we all the edges between the overow verties
and r the overow edges. We say that a gadget has an overow threshold of k if r is reahable via an overow
edge under every distribution of size k.
Let q be a distribution of pebbles to a gadget. If the gadget is able to satisfy any one of its supply quotas,
or if r is reahable via an overow edge, we say that the gadget is potent under q. We say that a gadget has
a poteny threshold of k if the gadget is potent under every distribution of k pebbles.
Every gadget has one or more ritial distributions, eah of equal size. If q is a ritial distribution and s
is a supply quota, we say that q breahes s if there exists a vertex v suh that it is possible to plae more
than s(v) pebbles on v starting from q.
Our ritial distributions and supply quotas are in bijetive orrespondene; that is, for eah ritial
distribution there is a orresponding supply quota and vie versa. Eah ritial distribution q exhibits the
following ritial distribution properties :
(1) starting from q, r is not reahable via an overow edge
(2) q does not breah its orresponding supply quota
As we present the gadgets, their supply quotas, and their ritial distributions, we will establish an overow
threshold, a poteny threshold, and the ritial distribution properties.
To motivate the study of these parameters, we outline their use in our proof of the orretness of our
redution. Given an r∀∃3sat instane φ, we ompute H and k suh that φ is valid if and only if pi(H, r) ≤ k.
We onstrut H by attahing various gadgets to the underlying graph and we set k to be the sum, over all
gadgets, of the size of the gadget's ritial distributions.
Suppose that φ is valid and onsider a distribution of k pebbles to H . If some gadget is assigned fewer
pebbles than its poteny threshold, the pigeonhole priniple implies that some gadget reeives more pebbles
than its overow threshold, and hene r is reahable. Otherwise, all gadgets are potent. If r is reahable via
some gadget's overow edge, we are done. Otherwise, every gadget is able to satisfy one of its supply quotas;
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Figure 5.1. The null gadget. The dashed line represents a path of length c, the irle
around v indiates that v is an attahment vertex, and the box around w indiates that w
is an overow vertex.
this implies that our initial distribution on H overs some p2,f . Beause φ is satisable under f , we obtain
from Proposition 5.4 a sequene of pebbling moves in the underling graph whih plaes a pebble on r.
The onverse diretion is somewhat trikier, but proeeds roughly as follows. Suppose that pi(H, r) ≤ k
and onsider a setting f of the universally quantied variables of φ. We assign pebbles to H by seleting
(aording to f) a ritial distribution for eah gadget. Beause pi(H, r) ≤ k, we obtain a signature D
of a minimum sequene of pebbling moves whih plaes a pebble on r. Next, we argue that our ritial
distribution properties still apply even though the gadgets have been attahed to the underlying graph.
Then we show how D an be used to obtain a sequene of pebbling moves in the underlying graph starting
from p2,f whih plaes a pebble on r. A nal appliation of Proposition 5.4 implies that φ is satisable under
f .
Our gadgets are dened in terms of two parameters, β and c. We set c = 3 (in fat, any onstant c so
that 2c exeeds the onstant obtained in Proposition 5.5 will do). We postpone xing the preise value of
β; sue it to say we will hoose β = Θ(logn2). Our gadgets use small paths of length c to provide some
separation between the underlying graph and more sensitive areas of our gadgets. We use larger paths of
length β so that the number of pebbles in a gadget's ritial distribution far exeeds its poteny threshold.
5.2.1. The Null Gadget. The null gadget is a path of length c and appears in Figure 5.1 on page 16. We
use the null gadget to ensures that every vertex in the underlying graph is not too far away from r, so that
distributions whih onentrate pebbles on the underlying graph quikly imply that r is reahable. The
null gadget has a single supply quota s, with s(v) = 0; its orresponding ritial distribution q assigns zero
pebbles to eah vertex in the null gadget.
Overow threshold: Beause c is a xed onstant, the null gadget is a xed graph whih does not
depend upon φ. By Proposition 5.1, its pebbling number is a xed onstant, say a, not depending
upon φ. Clearly, if there are 2a pebbles in the null gadget, then it is possible to plae two pebbles on
w and hene one pebble on r. It follows that 2a = O(1) is an overow threshold for the null gadget.
Poteny threshold: Beause s is trivially satised, the null gadget has a poteny threshold of 0.
Critial distribution properties: Beause q assigns zero pebbles to the null gadget, it is lear that
under q, the null gadget does not breah s, nor is it possible to plae a pebble on r via the null
gadget's overow edge.
5.2.2. The Fork Gadget. The fork gadget onsists of three paths P1, P2, P3 whih share only a ommon
endpoint, as shown in Figure 5.2 on page 17. The fork gadget is responsible for injeting one pebble in the
underlying graph at the attahment loation, muh like the star gadgets in the previous setion. It has one
supply quota s with s(v) = 1; the orresponding ritial distribution q is given by q(u) = 2 · 2β+c − 1 and
q(x) = 0 for all x 6= u.
Overow threshold: The fork gadget has an overow threshold of 2 ·2β+c+O(1). Indeed, if the fork
gadget is unable to plae two pebbles on w (and hene one on r), there an be at most O(1) pebbles
on P2 and P3. Seondly, there an be at most 2 · 2
β+c − 1 pebbles in P1 and P2. It follows that the
fork gadget an ontain at most 2 · 2β+c +O(1) pebbles if r is not reahable via an overow edge.
Poteny threshold: The fork gadget has a poteny threshold of 2β+c + O(1). Indeed, if the fork
gadget is not potent, then it must have at most O(1) pebbles on P2, or else it would be able to plae
a pebble on r. Similarly, it must have at most 2β+c − 1 pebbles on P1 and P3, or else it would be
able to plae a pebble on v3 and therefore satisfy s.
Critial distribution properties: Both the standard weight equation and the greedy tree lemma
show that under q, the fork gadget does not breah s, nor is r reahable via an overow edge.
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Figure 5.2. The fork gadget. The dashed lines represent paths P2, P3 of length c, the solid
line represents a path P1 of length β, the irle around v indiates that v is an attahment
vertex, and the box around w indiates that w is an overow vertex.
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Figure 5.3. The eye gadget. The dashed lines represent paths of length c, and the solid
lines represent paths P0, P1, P2, P3 of length β. The irled verties vi are attahment
verties; the boxed verties wj are overow verties.
5.2.3. The Eye Gadget. The eye gadget is the most omplex of our three gadgets, and it is at the heart of
our redution. Our redution attahes one eye gadget for eah universally quantied variable in φ. The eye
gadget is shown in Figure 5.3 on page 17.
The eye gadget has two supply quota/ritial distribution pairs. The pair (s+, q+) orresponds to a
positive (true) setting of the variable x and the pair (s−, q−) orresponds to a negative (false) setting of x.
We all s+ the positive supply quota and we all s− the negative supply quota. Similarly, we all q+ the
positive ritial distribution and q− the negative ritial distribution.
We dene the supply quotas via s+(v1) = s
+(v3) = 1, s
+(v2) = 0, and s
−(v1) = s
−(v3) = 0, s
−(v2) = 2.
Similarly, the ritial distributions are given by q+(u1) = q
+(u3) = 2 ·2
β+c− 1, q+(u0) = q
+(u2) = 2
β+c− 1,
and q−(u1) = q
−(u3) = 2
β+c − 1, q−(u0) = q
−(u2) = 2 · 2
β+c − 1.
Let F be the subgraph of the eye gadget obtained by removing the ui and all interior verties of paths the
Pi. Observe that F depends only on c and therefore, like the null gadget, F is a xed graph, not depending
upon φ. It follows that pi(F ) = O(1).
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Overow threshold: The eye gadget has an overow threshold of 6 · 2β+c + O(1). Suppose the eye
gadget ontains k pebbles and it is not possible to plae a pebble on r via one of the overow edges.
We show that k ≤ 6 · 2β+c + O(1). Immediately, we have that F ontains at most 2pi(F ) = O(1)
pebbles, or else it would be possible to plae two pebbles on w0 and hene one pebble on r. To bound
the number of pebbles in the Pi, we onsider two ases. First, suppose that eah Pi ontains fewer
than 2β+c pebbles; in this ase, we have that k ≤ 4 · 2β+c+O(1). Otherwise, suppose that Pj has at
least 2β+c pebbles. Clearly, Pj has at most 2 · 2
β+c − 1 pebbles, or else we ould use these pebbles
to plae a pebble on r via the overow vertex wj ; similarly, the opposite path Pj+2 ontains at most
2 · 2β+c − 1 pebbles (subsript arithmeti is understood modulo 4). Finally, the remaining paths
Pj−1, Pj+1 eah ontain at most 2
β+c − 1 pebbles; indeed, if Pj−1 (Pj+1) ontained 2
β+c
pebbles,
we ould use them to plae one pebble on wi−1 (wi) and we ould use 2
β+c
pebbles from Pj to plae
a seond pebble on wi−1 (wi). It follows that the Pi ontain at most 6 · 2
β+c − 4 pebbles, and so
k ≤ 6 · 2β+c +O(1).
Poteny threshold: The eye gadget has a poteny threshold of 5 · 2β+c + O(1). Suppose the eye
gadget ontains k pebbles, r is not reahable via an overow edge, and it is not possible to satisfy s+
or s−. We show that k ≤ 5 · 2β+c +O(1). As before, we have that F ontains at most O(1) pebbles.
To bound the number of pebbles in the Pi, we onsider the same two ases as before. If eah path
has fewer than 2β+c pebbles, we immediately have k ≤ 4 · 2β+c + O(1) and we're done. Otherwise,
suppose Pj has at least 2
β+c
pebbles. One again, we have that Pj ontains at most 2 · 2
β+c − 1
pebbles, and Pj−1, Pj+1 eah ontain at most 2
β+c − 1. However, now the opposite path Pj+2 has
at most 2β+c− 1 pebbles. Indeed, if Pj , Pj+2 both ontain at least 2
β+c
pebbles, then we an either
plae one pebble eah on v1 and v3, satisfying s
+
(as is the ase if {j, j + 2} = {1, 3}), or we an
plae two pebbles on v2, satisfying s
−
(as is the ase if {j, j + 2} = {0, 2}). It follows that the paths
ontain at most 5 · 2β+c − 4 pebbles, implying k ≤ 5 · 2β+c +O(1).
Critial distribution properties: It remains to verify the ritial distribution properties for q+ and
q−. First, we show that under q ∈ {q+, q−}, r is not reahable via an overow vertex. Let R be
the set of overow verties in the eye gadget, and let D be the signature of a minimum sequene of
pebbling moves that plaes two pebbles on a vertex in R. By Lemma 2.8, we have that eah vertex
in R has outdegree zero in D. Observe that deleting R from the eye gadget results in a graph with
three omponents; let A1 be the omponent ontaining P1, let A2 be the omponent ontaining P0
and P2, and let A3 be the omponent ontaining P3. Let T1 = A1 + {w0, w1}, let T2 = A2 + R,
and let T3 = A3 + {w2, w3}, as shown in Figure 5.4 on page 19. Let Dl be the digraph obtained
by deleting from D all pebbling moves outside of Tl. Beause D is ayli, it is immediate that
eah Dl is ayli. Observe that for all x ∈ V (Tl)−R, we have balance(Dl, q, x) = balance(D, q, x).
Furthermore, beause d+D(wi) = 0 for all wi ∈ R, we have that d
+
Dl
(wi) = 0. Therefore by the ayli
orderability haraterization, Dl is orderable.
Let wi be the overow vertex on whih D plaes two pebbles. Beause q(wi) = 0, we have that the
indegree of wi in D is at least two. Suppose two edges into wi are ontained in the same tree Tl.
Then Dl is the signature of a sequene of pebbling moves in Tl starting from q that plaes at least two
pebbles on wi. By the greedy tree lemma, the greedy pebbling strategy in Tl under q plaes at least
two pebbles on wi. However it is easily heked that regardless of q ∈ {q
+, q−}, Tl ∈ {T1, T2, T3}, and
wi ∈ R, the greedy strategy in Tl under q plaes at most one pebble on wi. Alternatively, suppose
that D ontains edges into wi from two distint trees. Beause wi is in T2 and one other tree, it
must be that D ontains an edge into wi from T2. Then D2 is a signature of a sequene of pebbling
moves in T2 starting from q whih plaes a pebble on wi; therefore the greedy strategy in T2 starting
from q plaes a pebble on wi. Beause the greedy strategy in T2 starting from q
+
is unable to plae
any pebbles on any overow vertex, it follows that q = q−. Suppose that D ontains an edge into wi
from Tl ∈ {T1, T3}. Then Dl is the signature of a sequene of pebbling moves in Tl starting from q
−
that plaes a pebble on wi; therefore the greedy strategy in Tl starting from q
−
plaes a pebble on
wi. But now a familiar ontradition is at hand: it is easily heked that regardless of Tl ∈ {T1, T3}
and wi ∈ R, the greedy strategy in Tl starting from q
−
is unable to plae a pebble on wi.
Let (s, q) ∈ {(s+, q+), (s−, q−)}. It remains to show that q does not breah s. Suppose for a
ontradition that D is the signature of a minimum sequene of pebbling moves whih witnesses
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Figure 5.4. The overow verties split the eye gadget into three trees T1, T2, T3
that q breahes s. We have that the outdegree of eah overow vertex wi ∈ R is zero; indeed, if
d+D(wi) ≥ 1, then by Lemma 2.6 we would obtain a sequene of pebbling moves plaing two pebbles
on wi, a ontradition. As before, let Dl be the digraph obtained from D by deleting all edges
outside of Tl; as before, we have that Dl is orderable in Tl. It follows that if D plaes more than
s(vl) pebbles on vl, then Dl witnesses that it is possible to plae more than s(vl) pebbles on vl in
Tl starting from q. By the greedy tree lemma, the greedy strategy plaes more than s(vl) pebbles
on vl in Tl starting from q. But now we have a ontradition: we easily hek that regardless of
(s, q) ∈ {(s+, q+), (s−, q−)} and l ∈ {1, 2, 3}, the greedy strategy in Tl starting from q plaes exatly
s(vl) pebbles on vl.
5.2.4. Summary. We summarize the various parameters of our gadgets in the following table.
gadget poteny threshold size of ritial distributions overow threshold
null 0 0 O(1)
fork 2β+c +O(1) 2 · 2β+c − 1 2 · 2β+c +O(1)
eye 5 · 2β+c +O(1) 6 · 2β+c − 4 6 · 2β+c +O(1)
From the table, we obtain the gap lemma.
Lemma 5.6 (Gap Lemma). There exists a nonnegative onstant C (depending only on c) suh that for eah
gadget, the overow threshold exeeds the size of the ritial distributions by at most C, and for the fork and
eye gadgets, the size of the ritial distributions exeed the poteny threshold by at least 2β+c − C.
5.3. Constrution of H. We set β = ⌈lg 3Cn2⌉, with C as in Lemma 5.6.
Armed with our gadgets and our underlying graphG2, we are able to desribe the last step in our redution
from r∀∃3sat to rpn. For eah pebble in p2 on a vertex z in the underlying graph, we attah a fork gadget
to z by identifying the attahment vertex v in the fork gadget with z. For eah triplet z1, z2, z3 of verties in
G2 orresponding to a universally quantied variable x in φ, with z1, z3 orresponding to positive ourrenes
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of x in φ and z2 orresponding to the negative ourrene of x in φ, we attah an eye gadget by identifying
the attahment vertex vi in the eye gadget with zi in the underlying graph. Finally, for any vertex z 6= r in
the underlying graph to whih we did not attah a fork or eye gadget, we attah a null gadget by identifying
v in the null gadget with z in the underlying graph. Let H be the resulting graph, and let k be the sum,
over all gadgets in H , of the size of the gadget's ritial distributions. Our redution from r∀∃3sat to rpn
outputs H , k, and r.
Note that we attah gadgets to the underlying graph by identifying attahment verties in gadgets with
verties in the underlying graph, so that in H , eah attahment vertex v is a member of the underlying
graph and also a member of a gadget. Furthermore, by our onstrution, every vertex other than r in the
underlying graph is identied with an attahment vertex, so the verties in the underlying graph are exatly
the attahment verties together with r.
We pause to observe two important properties about H .
Proposition 5.7. In onstruting H, we attah at most two gadgets to every vertex in the underlying graph.
Proof. Reall that p2 assigns at most two pebbles to any vertex in the underlying graph; furthermore, p2
assigns at most one pebble to any vertex assoiated with a universally quantied variable in φ. 
Proposition 5.8. The diameter of H is at most 2β +O(1).
Proof. It sues to show that for eah z in H , the distane from z to r is at most β+O(1). If z 6= r, then z
is ontained in some gadget. In eah gadget, every vertex is at most β +O(1) from an overow vertex. 
5.4. r-pebbling-number is ΠP2 -omplete.
Proposition 5.9. Let a1, . . . , an, b1, . . . , bn, and x be real numbers with
∑n
i=1 ai ≥
∑n
i=1 bi. If an < bn − x
then there exists i suh that ai > bi + x/(n− 1).
Proof. By ontradition. Otherwise,
n∑
i=1
ai =
n−1∑
i=1
ai + an
<
(
n−1∑
i=1
bi +
x
n− 1
)
+ bn − x
<
n∑
i=1
bi.

We have aumulated the tools needed to show the orretness of our redution.
Theorem 5.10. φ is valid if and only if pi(H, r) ≤ k.
Proof. ( =⇒ ). Suppose that φ is valid and let p be a pebble distribution on H of size k. We may assume
p(r) = 0. Let l be the number of gadgets in H , label the gadgets as Q1, . . . , Ql, let ai be the number of
pebbles that p assigns to Qi, and let bi be the size of Qi's ritial distributions. Beause every vertex in H
besides r belongs to at least one gadget, we have
∑n
i=1 ai ≥ k =
∑n
i=1 bi.
We onsider several ases. First, suppose there is some gadget Qi to whih p assigns fewer pebbles than
Qi's poteny threshold; by the gap lemma, we have that ai < bi − (2
β+c − C). By Proposition 5.9, there
is some Qj to whih p assigns at least (2
β+c − C)/(l − 1) pebbles more than Qj 's overow threshold. By
Proposition 5.7, l− 1 ≤ l ≤ 2n2. It follows that Qj ontains at least
2β+c − C
2n2
≥
2β − C
2n2
≥
3Cn2 − C
2n2
≥
2Cn2
2n2
≥ C
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more pebbles than the size of its ritial distributions. It follows from Lemma 5.6 that Qj ontains at least
as many pebbles as its overow threshold and therefore we an plae a pebble on r via one of Qj 's overow
edges. Otherwise, p assigns every gadget at least as many pebbles as its poteny threshold. If there is some
gadget whih is able to plae a pebble on r via an overow edge, then we are done. Otherwise, for every
gadget Q, there is a supply quota s suh that Q under p satises s. Using these supply quotas, we obtain
a setting f of the universally quantied variables in φ as follows. We set f(x) = true if the eye gadget
assoiated with x satises its positive supply quota s+; otherwise, the eye gadget assoiated with x must
meet the negative supply quota s− and we set f(x) = false. We laim that p overs p2,f . In eah gadget,
exeute the pebbling moves witnessing that the gadget satises its supply quota. The fork gadgets alone
produe a distribution that is at least as good as p2, and the eye gadgets supply the additional pebbles
prosribed by p2,f . Beause φ is valid, it follows from Proposition 5.4 that r is reahable.
(⇐=). Suppose that pi(H, r) ≤ k and let f be a setting of the universally quantied variables in φ.
We obtain a setting of the existentially quantied variables in φ witnessing that φ is satisable under f .
Naturally, we study a pebble distribution p on H of size k orresponding to f ; we onstrut p by hoosing a
ritial distribution qi for eah gadgetQi. If Qi is not an eye gadget, then Qi has only one ritial distribution
and our seletion of qi is fored. If Qi is an eye gadget, we let qi be the positive ritial distribution q
+
if
f(x) = true and we let qi be the negative ritial distribution q
−
otherwise. Note that p does not assign any
pebbles to any vertex in the underlying graph. Let si be the supply quota assoiated with qi.
Let H ′ be the graph obtained from H by removing all the overow edges. Our rst task is to establish
the analog of Proposition 5.5 for H ′.
Claim 5.11. In H ′ starting from p, it is not possible to plae more than ve pebbles on any vertex in the
underlying graph.
Proof. Suppose for a ontradition that D is the signature of a minimum sequene of pebbling moves that
plaes at least six pebbles on some vertex w in the underlying graph.
Claim. D does not ontain an edge whose origin is inside the underlying graph and whose destination is
outside the underlying graph.
Proof. Suppose for a ontradition that uv is an edge in D from a vertex u in the underlying graph to some
vertex v not in the underlying graph. Beause H ′ does not ontain any overow edges, it must be that uv is
an edge on a path of length c in some gadget; let this path be P = x0 . . . xc, with u = xc and v = xc−1. It
follows that D ontains the edge x1x0, or else D ontains a yle or a proper sink other than w, ontraditing
the minimum signatures lemma. Beause p(xi) = 0 for eah internal vertex of P , we have by Corollary 3.5
that it is possible to plae 2c = 8 ≥ 6 pebbles on u using fewer pebbling moves, a ontradition. Therefore
D does not ontain an edge from the underlying graph to a vertex outside the underlying graph. 
Claim. For eah u in the underlying graph, the number of edges in D into u with origins outside the
underlying graph is at most p2,f(u).
Proof. If this were not the ase, then there is some gadget Qi attahed to u suh that D ontains more
than si(u) edges from Qi into u. Construt D
′
from D by deleting all edges not ontained in Qi. Clearly,
D′ ⊆ D is ayli; we show that D′ is orderable by verifying the balane ondition. Consider a vertex
v in Qi. Reall that H
′
does not ontain overow edges, and therefore if v is not an attahment vertex,
then the neighborhood of v is ontained in Qi. It follows that if v is not an attahment vertex, we have
balance(D′, qi, v) = balance(D, p, v). Alternatively, if v is an attahment vertex, we have that d
+
D′(v) = 0,
or else D′ (and hene D) would ontain an edge from a vertex v in the underlying graph to a vertex
outside the underlying graph, ontraditing our previous laim. It follows that if v is an attahment vertex,
we have balance(D′, qi, v) ≥ 0. By the ayli orderability haraterization, we have that D
′
is orderable
under qi. Together with d
−
D′(u) > si(u) and d
+
D′(u) = 0 (reall u is an attahment vertex), we have that
balance(D′, qi, u) > si(u). Therefore D
′
witnesses that it is possible to plae more than si(u) pebbles on u
in Qi starting from qi, ontraditing Qi's ritial distribution properties. 
We return to our proof of Claim 5.11. Construt D′ from D by removing all edges from D that are not
in the underlying graph. Clearly, D′ ⊆ D is ayli. We show that D′ is orderable under p2,f by heking
the balane ondition. For eah u in the underlying graph, we have balance(D′, p2,f , u) ≥ balance(D, p, u).
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Indeed, at most p2,f(u) edges into u are deleted from D in our onstrution of D
′
; however, p(u) = 0,
so that p2,f osets this derease in balane. It follows that D
′
is orderable under p2,f . Together with
balance(D′, p2,f , w) ≥ balance(D, p, w) ≥ 6, we have that it is possible to plae at least six pebbles on w
starting from p2,f in the underlying graph, ontraditing Proposition 5.5. This ompletes our proof of Claim
5.11. 
We return to our proof of Theorem 5.10. Let D be the signature of a minimal sequene of pebbling moves
in H starting from p that plaes a pebble on r.
Claim 5.12 (No Bakow into Gadgets Claim). D does not ontain an edge from a vertex inside the under-
lying graph to a vertex outside the underlying graph.
Proof. By the minimum signatures lemma, we have that D ontains at most one pebbling move along an
overow edge and any suh pebbling move must be direted from an overow vertex into r. Construt
D′ from D by removing this edge if it exists. Beause r has outdegree zero in D, the ayli orderability
haraterization implies that D′ is orderable. Furthermore, beause D′ does not ontain any pebbling move
along overow edges, D′ yields a sequene of pebbling moves in H ′.
Beause D′ is onstruted from D by removing at most one edge into r, it sues to show that D′ does
not ontain an edge from a vertex inside the underlying graph to a vertex outside the underlying graph.
Suppose for a ontradition that D′ ontains an edge uv from u inside the underlying graph to v outside the
underlying graph. It must be that uv is a pebbling move along a path P of length c in some gadget. Let
P = x0 . . . xc with u = xc and v = xc−1. It follows that D
′
ontains the edge x1x0. Indeed, if D
′
does not
have x1x0 as an edge, neither does D (after all, x0 6= r), and so D ontains a yle or a proper sink other
than r, ontraditing the minimum signatures lemma. Therefore D′ ontains the pebbling move x1x0.
Realling that p assigns eah internal vertex of P zero pebbles, Lemma 2.6 implies that there is an
orderable D′′ ⊆ D′ whih plaes at least 2c = 8 pebbles on xc = u. But now D
′′
is a signature witnessing
that it is possible to plae at least six pebbles on u in H ′ starting from p, ontraditing Claim 5.11. 
Let us resume our proof of Theorem 5.10. Construt Di from D by deleting from D all edges not ontained
in Qi or along Qi's overow edges.
Claim 5.13. Di is orderable under qi, and for eah attahment vertex v, balance(Di, qi, v) = d
−
Di
(v).
Proof. Beause Di ⊆ D, Di is ayli and so it sues to verify the balane ondition. Beause d
+
D(r) = 0,
learly d+Di(r) = 0 and so the balane ondition is satised at r. Consider a vertex v in Qi. Unless v is an
attahment vertex, all edges inident to v in D also appear in Di, and so balance(Di, qi, v) = balance(D, p, v).
Otherwise, if v is an attahment vertex, then d+Di(v) = 0 or else D would ontain an edge from a vertex
in the underlying graph to a vertex outside the underlying graph, ontraditing Claim 5.12. Together with
qi(v) = 0, it follows that balance(Di, qi, v) = d
−
Di
(v). By the ayli orderability haraterization, Di is
orderable under qi. 
Claim 5.14. For eah u in the underlying graph,D ontains at most p2,f (u) edges from outside the underlying
graph into u.
Proof. Suppose that u is a ounterexample to the laim. If u = r, then there is some gadget Qi suh that
D ontains an edge wr into r along one of Qi's overow edges. But Di also ontains wr and, by Claim
5.13, Di is orderable under qi. Clearly, balance(Di, qi, r) ≥ 1 and therefore r is reahable in Qi under qi,
ontraditing the ritial distribution properties of Qi. Otherwise, if u 6= r, then there is some gadget Qi
suh that D ontains more than si(u) edges into u from verties in Qi. But these edges are also in Di, so
that d−Di(u) > si(u). By Claim 5.13, Di is the signature of a sequene of pebbling moves in Qi under qi
plaing more than si(u) pebbles on u, ontraditing Qi's ritial distribution properties. 
Let us omplete our proof of Theorem 5.10. Construt E from D by deleting from D any edges outside
the underlying graph. We show that E is orderable under p2,f . Clearly, E ⊆ D is ayli and therefore
it sues to hek the balane ondition. Consider a vertex u in the underlying graph, and let m be the
number of edges into u from outside the underlying graph. In onstruting E from D, the balane of u
dereases by m; by Claim 5.14, we have m ≤ p2,f (u). Beause p(u) = 0, hanging distributions from p to
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p2,f inreases the balane of u by p2,f (u). It follows that balance(E, p2,f , u) ≥ balance(D, p, u). Therefore
E is orderable under p2,f and so r is reahable in the underlying graph under p2,f . A nal appliation of
Proposition 5.4 implies that φ is satisable under f . This ompletes our proof of Theorem 5.10. 
We are now able to omplete our proof that r-pebbling-number is ΠP2 -omplete.
Theorem 5.15. r-pebbling-number is ΠP2 -omplete, even when the diameter of H is at most O(log n(H))
and k = poly(n(H)).
Proof. We have already observed that rpn is in ΠP2 and heked the orretness of our redution; it remains
to hek the diameter ondition on H and that H and k are not too large relative to φ so that our redution is
omputable in polynomial time. By Proposition 5.8, the diameter of H is at most 2β+O(1) = 2 ⌈lg 3Cn2⌉+
O(1). Beause n2 is the number of verties in the underlying graph, we have n2 ≤ n(H) and therefore the
diameter of H is at most 2 ⌈lg 3Cn(H)⌉+O(1) = O(log n(H)).
It remains to hek the size ondition onH and k. Beause G1 has the same number of verties as G
npr(φ),
Proposition 3.2 implies that the size of G1 is polynomial in the size of φ. Beause the underlying graph G2
is S(G1, α) with α = max {lg 2t, 4 lg e(G1)} and t ≤ 2n(G1), we have that the size of the underlying graph
is polynomial in the size of G1. Observe that eah gadget has size linear in β = Θ(logn2). Together with
Proposition 5.7, we have that the size of H is polynomial in the size of G2. It follows that the size of H
is polynomial in the size of φ. Finally, every gadget's ritial distribution size is at most O(2β) = O(n2);
together with Proposition 5.7, we have that k is polynomial in n2 and hene polynomial in n(H). 
5.5. pebbling-number is ΠP2 -omplete. After having established Theorem 5.15, it is relatively easy to
show that pn is ΠP2 -omplete.
Theorem 5.16. pebbling-number is ΠP2 -omplete.
Proof. We have already observed that pn is in ΠP2 . To how that pn is Π
P
2 -hard, we redue rpn to pn. Let
G be a graph with target vertex r, and let k ≥ 0 be an integer. We produe H and k′ so that pi(G, r) ≤ k
if and only pi(H) ≤ k′. By Theorem 5.15, our redution may assume that the diameter d of G is at most
c′ lg n(G) for an absolute onstant c′ and k = poly(n(G)).
We onstrut H and k′ as follows. Let n = n(G) and set α =
⌈
knc
′
⌉
. We let H be the graph onsisting of
α opies of G that share r, so that H − r is α disjoint opies of G− r. We set k′ = αk. Observe that k′ and
the size of H are polynomial in the size of G. It remains to show that pi(G, r) ≤ k if and only if pi(H) ≤ k′.
( =⇒ ). Suppose pi(G, r) ≤ k. Consider a distribution of k′ = αk pebbles to H and let u be some target
vertex in H . Observe that d(u, r) ≤ d and therefore to plae a pebble on u, it sues to show that we an
plae 2d pebbles on r. Our strategy is as follows. If there is some opy of G with at least k pebbles, then we
arbitrarily selet a set S of k pebbles from this opy of G; beause pi(G, r) ≤ k, we an use these pebbles to
plae a pebble on r. We repeat this strategy until we are unable to nd a opy of G with at least k pebbles.
Let s be the number of pebbles we are able to plae on r via this strategy. Observe that after exeuting
this strategy s times, at least kα− ks unused pebbles remain in H , and furthermore, if more than α(k − 1)
unused pebbles remain in H , then some opy of G ontains at least k unused pebbles. It follows that
kα− ks ≤ α(k − 1)
and therefore s ≥ α/k ≥ nc
′
≥ 2c
′ lgn ≥ 2d.
(⇐=). Suppose pi(H) ≤ k′, and let p be a distribution of k pebbles to G. Naturally, we dene a distribution
q of k′ = αk pebbles to H by distributing k pebbles in eah opy of G aording to p. Let D be the signature
of a minimum sequene of pebbling moves that plaes a pebble on r. By the minimum signatures lemma,
all edges of D are ontained in a single opy of G. It follows that r is reahable in G under p. 
6. Conlusions
As we have seen, many graph pebbling problems on unrestrited graphs are omputationally diult. We
have seen that reahable and optimal-pebbling-number are both NP-omplete. The authors believe
it more likely than not that reahable remains NP-omplete even when the graphs are restrited to be
planar. However, we have more hope that reahable may fall to P when the graphs are restrited to be
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outerplanar. It may be interesting to investigate the omputational omplexity of these problems when the
inputs are restrited to be planar or outerplanar.
We have also seen that pebbling-number is ΠP2 -omplete, and therefore both NP-hard and oNP-hard.
It follows that unless the polynomial hierarhy ollapses to the rst level, pebbling-number is in neither NP
nor oNP. Consequently, given G and k, it is unlikely that we an ompute in polynomial time a olletion
P of andidate distributions of size k suh that if pi(G) > k, then some vertex in G is not reahable from
some p ∈ P (or else pn would be in NP).
We have shown that overable and reahable are both NP-omplete; however, the omputational
omplexity of these problems diverges when we introdue a universal quantier over pebble distributions.
When we add suh a quantier to overable, we obtain the problem of determining if γ(G) ≤ k, whih
is possible in polynomial time [VW, S℄. The omputational diulties in overable are smoothed out
by the onsideration of all pebble distributions of size k: there is a nie struture to the maximum pebble
distributions from whih a graph annot be overed with pebbles. On the other hand, by adding a universal
quantier over all pebble distributions of size k to reahable, we obtain rpn, whih asks us to deide if
pi(G, r) ≤ k. Instead of observing a derease in the omputational omplexity, we have stumbled upon a
ΠP2 -omplete problem.
We reall that the graph pebbling ommunity has shown a fair deal of interest in developing neessary
onditions and suient onditions for equality in pi(G) = n(G). Of ourse, the ultimate goal is to develop a
haraterization for when equality holds. We should remark that our hardness result for pebbling-number
does not suggest that any suh haraterization need be omplex from a omputational point of view. Indeed,
our pebbling-number hardness result produes G and k with k > n(G). It may be interesting to explore
the omplexity of deiding whether pi(G) = n(G).
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